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QPAD® XT-R Ultra
Performance Professional
Mousepad w/ Carbytek2

Surface - Black

Special Price

$33.75 was

$44.95

Product Images

Short Description

The superior gaming experience QPAD®�s XT-R utilizes a highly durable plastic designed to give you the
critical edge in control and precision. To maximize your performance, the Carbytek� surface strikes a perfect
balance between friction and glide that allows for fast and stable action.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

The superior gaming experience QPAD®�s XT-R utilizes a highly durable plastic designed to give you the
critical edge in control and precision. To maximize your performance, the Carbytek� surface strikes a perfect
balance between friction and glide that allows for fast and stable action. Its unique winged shape stretches
the sweet spot, providing a wide area of movement for pinpoint accuracy. Sleek and portable, the XT-R is the
ideal mousepad for hardcore gamers as well as for graphic designers, architects and others who need a high
quality, high performance mousepad that delivers a winning performance.

� Expanded sweet spot improves precision and speed
� Strikes a perfect balance between friction and glide
� Ideal for gamers and graphic designers
� Gives you a winning performance!

�Iam proud to be a part of the development of QPAD. The XT-R represents more than just a mousepad. In its
look and feel and performance, it represents the spirit of gaming�what real competetive gaming is all about--
high status! The X-TR has an aggressive and extreme appearance and great packaging, giving it a really trendy
impression, making it the iPod of gaming.� says Johan *vesslan* Ryman, QPAD business consultant, former
pro gamer.

�The XT-R not only fully meets the high technical demands of the hardcore gamers in terms of surface glide
and precision, but it represents the cutting edge of what I believe gamers want and what I think is the mouse
pad of tomorrow. I believe this shows the commitment of QPAD towards the gaming community by providing
them with what they need�says Jean-Pierre *TaZzMAjazZ* Ceccaldi, QPAD Community manager

Features

Expanded sweet spot improves precision and speed
Strikes a perfect balance between friction and glide
Ideal for gamers and graphic designers
Gives you a winning performance!
QPAD Glidz and dome stickers included
Great durability, easily cleaned

Specifications

Size: Large - 13.7 x 10.2 inches (35 x 26 cm)
Thickness: 4 mm
Color: Black
Surface: Carbytek� Hard-top
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Additional Information

SKU QPADXTR-D

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 7350020290480

Special Price $33.75


